Abstract. Stampfli has shown that for a given T £ B(H) there exists a K £ C(H) so that o(T + K) = ow(T). An analogous result holds for the essential numerical range We(T). A compact operator K is said to preserve the Weyl spectrum and essential numerical range of an operator T £ B(H) if o(T + K) = o"(T) and W(T + K)= We(T).
As will be seen later, the operator T + C of the above theorem is not, in general, block diagonal.
In §1, preliminaries are given along with an example which shows that the simultaneous preservation problem is quite different from the spectrum and numerical range problems separately. In §2, the existence of a compact, quasinilpotent operator with numerical range in an arbitrary sector is established. This result is crucial for the proof of the main theorem. In §3, the main theorem is proved.
At this time, we wish to express our gratitude to F. J. Narcowich for many valuable suggestions on material appearing in §2. 1 . Preliminaries. We list here several important definitions and terms relevant to lifting problems. As usual, o(T) will denote the spectrum of an operator T and op(T) will symbolize the isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity of T. The Weyl spectrum of T, ow(T), is given by X G ow(T) if and only if T -X is not a Fredholm operator with zero index. Following Stampfli and Williams [12] , we define the numerical range of an operator T to be W(T) = {<p(T): <j> is a state on 77(77)} and define the essential numerical range of T to be We(T) = {n W(T + K): K E C(H)}. Note that W(T) is always closed in contrast to the set A = {<Fx, x>: ||x|| = 1}, which corresponds to the usual numerical range. In fact, W(T) is the closure of A. An operator T + C is said to preserve the Weyl spectrum (essential numerical range) of an operator T if o(T + C) = ow(T) (W(T + C) = We(T)). An operator T + C is said to simultaneously preserve the Weyl spectrum and essential numerical range of T if T + C preserves both the Weyl spectrum and essential numerical range of T.
The following assumptions will be made throughout the remainder of this paper:
(i) each block of the block diagonal operator is a matrix of finite but arbitrary order, and
(ii) each block is in upper triangular form. The fact that for a given block diagonal T there is a compact operator C which preserves either the Weyl essential spectrum or essential numerical range of T is easily derived. In fact, suppose F is a block diagonal operator and one wishes to find a compact operator K such that a(T + K) = aw(T). Let {\}"_, be the at most countable number of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity of T and let {nk}k°=x be any sequence in ow(T) satisfying the condition lim \nk -\J-»0. = sup{d(a, 77): a E A} will designate the "one-sided" Hausdorff distance between two convex sets A and 77 in C. Note that for a block diagonal operator T, We(T) = Dm U ">m W(T"), where Tn denotes the nth block of T. Thus dH(W(Tn), We(T)) = e" converges to zero as n -» oo. Also, we may assume that We(T) has an interior point and upon rotation and/or translation by ai that zero is an interior point. Then by taking an appropriate sequence an > 0 increasing monotonically to 1, we have that T + K = © an Tn preserves the essential numerical range of T. Additionally, under the hypothesis that We(T) contains an interior point, the an may be chosen so that W(a"T") lies strictly inside We(T) for all n. This fact is crucial for the proof of the main result.
Thus, it is now apparent that one may preserve the Weyl spectrum or essential numerical range of a block diagonal operator by means of a compact operator K in such a way that the resultant operator is also block diagonal. This is not the case if one wishes to simultaneously preserve the Weyl spectrum and essential numerical range of a block diagonal operator T. Consider the operator ©" Tn, where Tn is an n X n matrix with constant value 1/2« on its diagonal, l/n in each entry of its upper triangular part, and 0 in each entry of the lower triangular part. Clearly aw(T) = 0. Then Re T = ( T + T*)/2 = F/2 where F is a projection. Since Re T is positive it follows that 0 EdWe(T) where dS denotes the boundary of S. Thus if there existed a compact operator K such that T + K simultaneously preserved the Weyl spectrum, the essential numerical range of T and, in addition, was block diagonal, then T + K = ©(F" + 7Q where each F" + K" would possess the properties (i)o-(r" + 7Q = 0,and
But it is well known that (i) and (ii) together imply that (F" + Kn) = 0 (cf. [7] ). This result holds with respect to any orthonormal basis.
Nevertheless it will be shown in §3 that for every block diagonal operator T there is a compact operator K such that T + K simultaneously preserves the Weyl spectrum and essential numerical range of T. The following definition will illustrate the form that K will assume. Definition 1.1. Let 77, and H2 be orthogonal subspaces of a separable Hilbert space, and let T E 77(77,). If x E 77, and B is an operator defined on the span of x and H2, with (Bx, x) = (Tx, x), then 77 is called an adjunction to Tat x.
The type of perturbation of T that will be used to establish the main result will be a direct sum of adjunctions to the diagonal elements of each T" by compact operators having numerical ranges in decreasingly narrow wedges. The existence of such compact operators is established in §2. 2 . A special compact, quasinilpotent operator. In this section the existence of a compact, quasinilpotent operator whose numerical range is contained in any given sector is established. This result will be a critical ingredient in the proof of the main theorem in §3.
A few preliminary remarks are in order. Following Kato [8] , we say a linear (not necessarily bounded) operator defined on a dense domain of a Hubert space 77 is accretive if W(T) is a subset of the right half-plane. If, in addition, the conditions
are satisfied, the operator is said to be m-accretive. We are now able to establish Theorem 2.1. Let G be any sector in the right half plane which is symmetric with respect to the x-axis. Then there exists a compact quasinilpotent operator Ta satisfying W(Ta) C G.
Proof. Let 77 = L2[0, 1] and define the Volterra operator T G 77(77) by 7/(x) = /J /(/) dt. It is well known that F is a compact, one-to-one operator having dense range. A short computation establishes that T is m-accretive. Thus F"1 = S exists as an unbounded inverse. By [8, p. 279] , S is also an m-accretive operator. The resolvent of 5 is given by (S + X)~l = (1 + XT)~]T and (S + X)-1 is evidently an entire function of X since F is a Volterra operator. Again from [8] , it follows that (S + X)-1 is m-accretive.
Thus, for X positive, \\(S + X)"'|| < X"1. On the other hand, (S + X)-1 is analytic for all X G C. Thus the integral Ta = s-a= sinjra f °Va(S + X)_1</X, 0 < a < 1,
is a well defined bounded operator, and moreover Ta is accretive. It is also compact. To see this note that for 0 < a < 1, T« = MJ5« j\-«(s + X)~ldX+ saj« J" V°(S + X)"1 dX = rl ^-j\-"(l + XT)'1 dx\ + ä2L2S jHV«(S + X)-1 dX.
Due to the facts that T is compact, X-" is integrable on the interval (0, oo) for is bounded by X " ' for positive X, the first term on the right-hand side of the above equality integrates to a compact operator and the second term, which is bounded in norm by the number f^X~aX~l dX, goes to zero as R -» oo. Hence Ta is compact.
We now proceed to "locate" the numerical range of Ta. The operators T« = S~a = ^^ f°(S + \)-l\-ad\, 0<a<l, are termed the ath roots of the operator S ~ ' by Kato [8, p. 286] . The proof that the numerical range of T" lives in the sector \9\ < (tt/2)(1 -a) for 0 < a < 1 is essentially the same proof given by Kato for the special case a = j-. Following the argument in Lemma 3.40 of [8, p . 282] we integrate over the ray X = pe~iß, \ ß\ < m/2, 0 < p < oo, to obtain (T%f) = <S-«/,/> = ^^ / V"((S + X)"1//) dX = sinjra reVie#p + sy\-**p-~ dp IT Jq m ÉLSSLeW-«) rp-(e#p + SV1 dp.
it Jo
In [8, Lemma 3.40] Kato assumes his operator to be strictly m-accretive. But as he remarks later, the "strict" assumption is not needed since one may perturb the path of integrability and then take limits. Thus <F<y,/> = e^-"\GaJ,f)
where Ga,ß=^rp-«(e*p+Sy'dp.
TT J0
We have Re Gaß > 0 and e-M-XTfjy = (GaJ,f).
Thus the complex number <F"/,/> may be multiplied by any scalar on the circle between e-«»/?K>-«) and e'(,r/2)(1"a) while still remaining in the right half-plane which forces arg<F"/,/> to he between -(ir/2)a and (ir/2)a. This completes the proof of the theorem.
3. The main theorem. In this section, a proof of Theorem 3.7 is given. Throughout this section, F will denote a block diagonal operator T = {Tn} for which W(Tn) is strictly inside We(T) for all n (hereafter denoted by W(Th) < We(T)). As observed earlier, this assumption can be made without loss of generality.
As was noted in §1, one cannot hope in general to obtain a block diagonal perturbation of a block diagonal operator T which preserves both the Weyl spectrum and essential numerical range of T. Actually the example of §1 typifies the general problem. Namely, it can be shown that a block diagonal operator whose Weyl spectrum is at a positive distance from the boundary of the essential numerical range may be perturbed to form an operator T + K which remains block diagonal and which preserves both the Weyl spectrum and essential numerical range of T. This fact will become apparent in the course of the proof of the main theorem.
Motivated by the above considerations, we now proceed to "split" the point spectrum op(T) of F into two parts: the first part consists of those elements of op(T) which are "close" to points of ow(T) which, in turn, are "far" from the boundary of We(T). The second part, the complement of the previous set relative to op(T), is an also possibly infinite set whose only limit points are members of ow(T) n dWe(T). The proof of the main theorem consists of moving the first part of the point spectrum to the Weyl spectrum while preserving the block diagonal structure and the essential numerical range. Then the second part of the point spectrum is moved to the Weyl spectrum while maintaining the essential numerical range although now the block diagonal structure is lost. Proof. Suppose op -S contains a sequence {X^} which converges to X G aw(T) n int We(T). Then there exists a minimal integer m for which the X, eventually satisfy X, G Cm, Xj G Cm_,. But those X, eventually belong to om, a contradiction. (ii) ap(T + K) = ap(T) -S.
Before proving the above, the following is needed.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 3.3. Let C be any convex set in the complex plane. Then d(-, dC) is a concave function on C. That is, for X, > 0 and C¡ E C, i = I, . . ., n,for which 2"= i X, = 1, the inequality ¿ Xjd(q, dc ) < di ¿ XjCj, ac j always holds.
Proof of Lemma. The proof is easy and we omit the details. Proof of Proposition. We first prove the result under the hypothesis that for all n and for X"k E o(Tn) n S, there exists a decreasing null sequence {e"}?=i for which d(\k, aw(T)) < End(Xt0c, dW(T)). For each block matrix 
Ü) o(T + K) = ow(T).
Proof. As was observed in §1, there are no nontrivial finite rank operators A satisfying 0 = o(A) and Re W(A) > 0. We will appeal to the results of §2 to obtain infinite rank compact quasinilpotent operators having numerical range in a prescribed sector. Moreover the domains of these operators will be subspaces on which T is "roughly", in a sense made clear below, a multiple of the identity. This allows us to compute the spectrum and numerical range of the operator T + K. The details now follow. If X", G ow(T), let u", denote a nearest point of ow(T) n dW(T) to X",. For each n let 7" denote the set of subscripts / for these X",. The collection of these points {ju^} constitutes a set of strong normality of T in the sense of Stampfli.
Let D be the direct sum of diagonal operators Dn¡ = u",7, for all n and i defined on mutually orthogonal infinite dimensional Hubert spaces 77m. By [11, Theorem 2] , T is unitarily equivalent to T © D + K where K is a compact operator. Following the proof of [11, Theorem 2] , it is easily seen that We(T 0 D) = We(T) and ow(T © D) = ow(T). For each n = 1, 2, . . . define Dn = © ,e/ Dni. We wish to perturb each operator Tn © Dn by a compact operator Kn with \\K"\\ -»0 as n -> oo so that (i) o(Tn © D" + Kn) E ow(T), and
(ii) W(T" ®Dn + Kn) c W(T). Then T + C = ©" (Tn + Dn + K") will be the desired perturbation of T.
We now proceed to construct such a compact 7£". Recall that, for fixed n, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use T" is an upper triangular matrix with respect to an orthonormal basis e"¡, i = 1, . . ., rn, having eigenvalues X"" / = 1, . . ., rn. For each / G In let 77n, be the resultant operator of a translation and rotation of Tn + 7J>m for which (3.2.i) Dni is transformed to the zero operator; (3.2.Ü) W(Bm) lies in a half-plane which contains a wedge symmetric with respect to the positive real axis; (3.2.iii) (Bnieni, eni) = a"¡ + ib"¡ where ^a2¡ + b2¡ = |X",. -juj.a,,,. > 0 and \ant\ ^ \b"i\-In fact, \bni\ could be chosen to be zero since X", is assumed to be an interior point of W(Tn). However we assume \an¡\ » \bj[ > 0 for the reason stated in (3.4.i) below.
Let V"¡ he a Volterra (i.e. compact and quasinilpotent) operator defined on sp{e",, 77",} which is an adjunction (cf. §1) to 77", and which, by Theorem 2.1, satisfies the following Since Vni is an adjunction to 77", we can assume (3.4.i) the real part of Vni, VRni, satisfies VRnieni = anieni (it is for this reason we have chosen \bn¡\ > 0. Otherwise eni would be an eigenvalue of Vni which contradicts the assumptions on Vnj). If need be, pick Vni to satisfy VRnieni = II ^Rni\\eni an<i tnen P'c^ tne operator 77", to satisfy (3.2.iii) above where now a« = 11^11- (3. 4.Ü) the imaginary part of Vni, VIni, satisfies Vlnieni = ème", + v"¡, vn¡ G Moreover V"¡ can be chosen so that W(Vnj) c W(Bnj) by making y" small enough. The constants y" (and hence upper bounds for the \b"¡\) will be specified later. Letting {P } denote the rank one orthogonal projection onto the one dimensional space sp{e",} define Vni = Vni -Pe.VniPe . Thus Vni has the same matrix representation as Vni except that (V"¡e"¡, e"¡) = 0.
The operator Wn¡(Wn¡) is defined to be the inverse rotation and translation of V",(Vn¡). Observe that for each /' there is a possibly different rotation and translation. Each W"¡ corresponds to an adjunction of a 1-dimensional piece of T. Although Wnj is infinite dimensional it corresponds to "fixing up" only a_ 1-dimensional piece of T. The perturbation of Tn to be examined is f" = T" + ©,e/n Wni. If y" is small enough, since \\VRni\\ = ani, it follows from the fact that the numerical radius is an equivalent norm [12] that \\Yni\\ < 3|Xn/ -¡¡ni-^OT ' "^h me supports of Vni and Vnj are orthogonal. So T" is a compact perturbation of Tn © Dn by a compact operator of norm less than 3 max{\[i"¡ -XJ: i E I"} = a". Hence T = ®^xTn is a compact perturbation of T © D, since an -> 0.
The figures below illustrate Tn © Dni and T" + Wni for an arbitrary /. Since r" = r" + ©,e/n W^, a picture of T" would have card(7") blocks adjuncted to Tn. The way is now prepared for Proposition 3.5. o(f") E ow(T).
Proof. If X were an eigenvector of T" with eigenvectors x = reni + h"¡, h"¡ G 77m it would follow that X = ¡\¡ E aw(T) because with respect to the space sp{e"" 77",}, Tn is the operator u",(7 + V) where F is a Vol terra operator. In general suppose that X is an eigenvalue of T" with eigenvector x = 2'"_, s¡e"¡ + 2,e/ t¡hn¡, hn¡ G 77m. Let / denote the integer for which s¡ = 0 for / > / and s¡ ^ 0. If / G 7" then clearly X = Xn/ G ow(T). If / G 7" then enl + t,hn¡ must be an eigenvector with eigenvalue X for the compression of Tnl + Wnl to sp{e-n/, . . . , em, Hnl}. But with respect to the space sp{en/, 77n/} this operator has the general form /xn/(7 + V), where V is a Vol terra operator and thus X = ^ E ow(T). Thus o(T) c ow(T), and the proof is complete. We now check the numerical range inclusion property for T.
Proposition 3.6. W(fn) c We(T)for all n.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use H2(7>,.y) + (W"¡aen¡,bz"¡) + (Wn¡bzn¡,aen)+\b\2(Wnizni,zn¿ G W(T).
Furthermore, the a and b can be assumed to be real, with no loss in generality. One more reduction is necessary to clarify the argument. Namely let 77 be the resultant operator after rotating and translating T in such a way that T" + D" is transformed into 77",. Then it becomes sufficient to show that n n nt a2(Bniy,y) + ( Vn¡aen¡, bzn¡) + ( VJaM, aeni) + \b\2( Fra.zm, zm) (**)
is in W(B). The two middle terms of (**) can be rewritten as Since a2 + b2 = 1 the term a2(Baiy,y) + 62(Fmzm, zro) is in W(T). By construction, b"¡ < y"¡a"¡. Thus, using the hypothesis that W(T") < We(T), it is possible to select yn small enough that (77^,^) + i\(VMe"¡, em)\ G W(77). Similarly it is also possible to select y" small enough that W(VRni + 2iVIm) c W(B); so (Vn¡zn¡, zj + i\(VIn¡zn¡, z",)| is in W(B). Thus, (**) is in W(B), as required, and the proof of the proposition is complete. Propositions 3.2 and 3.4 now yield Theorem 3.7. For each block diagonal operator T E 77(77), there exists a compact operator C such that T + C simultaneously preserves the Weyl spectrum and essential numerical range of T.
